The effect of quark-antiquark potential on the dissociation energy and critical screening length of heavy meson like bb and cc have been investigated when the respective meson is in quark Gluon Plasma(QGP). The different types of interquark potential have been used which get screened in the QGP medium. The dissociation energy and critical screening length have been studied for both ground and excited states. It has been observed that the form of interquark potential has substantial effect on the critical screening length when the meson is in QGP. A comparison with other theoretical studies are made.
Introduction
It is well known that the strongly interacting matter with a very high density undergoes a transition to a state of deconfined quarks and gluons. Deconfinement takes place if the color screening dissolves the binding potential between quark and quark or quark and antiquark. The J/ψ or the Υ have much smaller radii than the radii of usual mesons and nucleons, due to which the bound state remains unaffected in QGP unless and until the temperature or the density becomes so high that the binding of bound state gets broken. The suppression of J/ψ is the one of the signals for quark deconfinement [1] . To investigate quark plasma formation experimentally, it is essential to depend on color screening and deconfinement. In QGP medium, the string tension between a charm c and a charm antiquarkc disappears and quarks and gluons are deconfined. Only the Coulomb type of color interaction exists between the c and thec. After the deconfinement of J/ψ, it is impossible to create it by hadronization of plasma. Matsui [2] has discussed the heavy quark J/ψ suppression as signature of quark gluon plasma formation. Considering the various attributes of deconfinement test, Satz [3] has concluded that the J/ψ peak in the spectrum of lepton pairs which are emitted during nuclear collisions can give important and required information. At ultra relativistic energies, dynamical analysis of matter during nuclear collision has been done by Matsui [4] . He also studied J/ψ suppression as a signature of QGP formation. Ruuskanen and Satz [5] have studied the dependence of longitudinal momentum of J/ψ suppression and observed its effects on nuclear collision experiments. Karsch and Petronzio [6] have used the concept of QGP to analyze the nuclear size which depends on J/ψ suppression in heavy ion collisions and studied the transfer energy related to this heavy ion collision. Karsch et al [7] have observed the dependence of the dissociation energies, the binding radii and the masses of heavy quark resonances on the color screening length r D of the medium and concluded that no binding exists below r D . Hence in high energy heavy ion collisions, the suppression of J/ψ production may be considered as a symbol for the presence of quark gluon plasma. Bo.Liu and Yu-Bing Dong [8] have studied the binding and dissolution for the cc and bb bound states using different quark potentials in a non-relativistic approximation. They have estimated the critical value of the screening length using Debye screening effect. They have also estimated the critical temperature T c of medium. Stubbins [9] has used the generalized variational method to investigate energies for the Yukawa and Hulthen potentials. A number of works have been done on the heavy meson dissociation in the recent time. Park [10] has investigated the heavy meson dissociation in light quark medium and discussed the mechanism of dissociation. He has observed that dissociation length decreases with increase of chemical potential in QGP whereas in hadronic phase they behave in opposite way. Braga et al., [11] have studied thermal behavior of cc and bb by using holographic model and studied the effect of magnetic field on the thermal spectrum of heavy meson whereas Blaizot et al., [12] investigated the heavy quark formation, dissociation in QGP in the framework of Langevin Equation. They have pointed out that formation of bound states occurs if enough heavy quarks are present iin the system whereas dissociation occurs due to screening of the potential in the plasma. Gau et al., [13] studied charmonium cc wave function at finite temperature using relativistic Schrodinger equation for spin singlet and triplet. They found relativistic correction to the J/ψ dissociation temperature in QGP is between 7% to 13%. They have studied wavefunction S,D states. They have obtained that with temperature both S and D wavefunction expands. Adil et al., [14] have investigated medium induced dissociation probability of heavy meson and found that it is sensitive to the opacity of the quark gluon plasma and time dependance of its formation and evolution. A comprehensive review of QCD, QGP and Heavy quark meson suppression and production is done by Kisslinger [15] .
In the present work we have investigated the effect ofpotential on dissociation energy of bb and cc mesons in QGP. It is well known that a number of phenomenological potentials have usually been used to describe the inter quark potential. The respective potentials get screened in QGP due to interaction with different particles. It is very important to study how the form of the inter quark potential affects the dissociation energy and subsequently affect the critical screening length of the heavy mesons while they are in QGP medium. We use a variational method to study the system and a trial wave function has been used. The dissociation energy and critical screening lengths have been estimated for different form of inter quark potential. A study with the variation of variational parameter of the trial wavefunction have also been made. The critical screening length at which dissociation energy vanishes have been extracted for bb and cc mesons for their ground and excited states.
Methodology
The Hamiltonian for asystem in non-relativistic approach can be represented as:
where m re is the reduced mass of thesystem,V(r, T ) is the inter quark binding potential. The exact nature of the binding potential ofsystem is not known but a number of phenomenological potentials are suggested which are very successful in describing the binding energy of the system. We have considered four different quark-antiquark potentials like Cornell potential, Rosener potential, Harmonic potential and a combination of potential for our study. The expression for the potentials run as:
where K ′ is the coefficient for confinement and is taken to be 0.92 GeV 2 [16] , α s is the parameter proportional to the strong coupling constant which is 0.471 [7] and r is radius of heavy mesons.
(b)Rosner potential [17] [19, 20] :
with a = 0.142 GeV 3 , b = 0.465 GeV 2 and c = 0.471
In QGP environment of quarks and gluons, the interquark potential gets modified due to the color screening so that theaforesaid potentials can be represented as:
where Z is a constant and is equal to 1 GeV −1 and λ is a temperature dependent screening parameter. We have parameterized the temperature dependence of λ as λ( [21] . The value of λ(0) has given input as 0.2 GeV from [7] . Solution of equation (1) with the potential in (2), (3), (4) and (5) will lead a temperature dependent binding energy. To get an expression for binding energy we have considered a trial wave function from the work of Stubbins [9] with a spherical component which runs as:
where k = 0,1,2,..... and l = 0,1,... B k is normalization constant and can be represented as:
where β is variational parameter [9] . Schordinger equation with related eigenvalue can be represented as [7] :
where n is principal quantum number and l is orbital quantum number such that l ≤ (n − 1). Dependence of λ on temperature leads to an temperature dependent eigen energy.
The dissolution energy is the quantity which accounts the vanishing of bound states. At a fixed value of λ(T ) the dissolution energy of the bound state can be defined as [7] ,
At r → ∞ the equation (13) reduces to:
The value of dissolution energy is positive for bound states and is negative for continuum and leads to the condition:
Equation (15) gives the critical value of λ(T ), beyond which for given quantum number there are no bound states. We have considered first three radial excitation corresponding to J/ψ and Υ for n=1, l=0, ψ ′ and Υ ′ for n=2, l=0 and ψ ′′ and Υ ′′ for n=3, l=0 and χ c and χ b for n=2, l=1. We have derived the binding energies of above mentioned states and the expressions for binding energies of ground states, first and second excited states for four different potentials are obtained as:
(b) 2s-state
(c) 3s-state
(ii)Rosner Potential (a)1s-State
(b) 2s-State
(c) 3s-State
(iii)Harmonic Potential (a)1s-State
and (iv) A combination of harmonic, linear and Coulomb potential (a)1s-State
We have estimated the critical λ(λ C (T )) and critical radius using the equation (15) with different values of variational parameter β and the results are furnished in Table No .1, 2, 3 and 4. Table IV Temperature dependent critical screening lengths λ c in GeV with different values of variational parameter (β) in GeV using potential IV. Table I -IV displays our results of variation of screening length with variational parameter. Variational technique has provided an effective framework for spectroscopic studies of full hadron spectrum and a good candidate for investigation of strongly interacting system and gauge theories. The variational method has seen significance success in spectroscopic studies of hadronic system. A number of work have been done in QCD, lattice QCD applying the variational approach [22] [23] [24] and found to offer a more efficient method for the determination of nuclear matrix element [25] . Vega et al., [26] have studied Cornell Potential using a trial wave function and super symmetric quantum mechanics. The parameters are changed applying successive transformation to obtain wave function at the origin. Ghalenvi et al., [27] have studied baryon meson properties using trial wave function whereas Chot et al., [28] have studied ground state masses with hyperfine interaction in QCD motivated effective Hamiltonian using a trial wave function. We have used a trial wave function to estimate the binding energy of mesons in QGP and studied the variation of λ c with variational parameter.
States
β=0.1 β=0.2 β=0.3 β=0.4 β=0.5 GeV GeV GeV GeV GeV J/ψ(n=1, l=0) λ c (GeV) 0.6656 0.7095 0.7014 0.6679 0.6204 r C (fm) 0.3005 0.2819 0.2851 0.2994 0.3224 ψ ′ (n=2, l=0) λ c (GeV) 0.3910 0.5075 0.5759 0.6194 0.6464 r C (fm) 0.5115 0.3941 0.3473 0.3229 0.3094 ψ ′′ (n=3, l=0) λ c (GeV) 0.2599 0.3626 0.4319 0.4813 0.5185 r C (fm) 0.7695 0.5516 0.4631 0.4155 0.3857 χ c (n=2, l=1) λ c (GeV) 0.3612 0.5023 0.5721 0.6162 0.6435 r C (fm) 0.5537 0.3081 0.3496 0.3245 0.3108 Υ(n=1, l=0) λ c (GeV) 0.
3.Conclusions
In the present work we have investigated the dissolution energy of heavy quarkonia bb and cc considering the effect of QGP medium in the interquark potential of the heavy mesons. We have used variational method to get the expression for energy and studied the critical parameter with the variation of the variational parameter of the trial wave function. We have also suggested an empirical form of temperature dependent screening parameter by the relation [21] . Usually the critical point is reached by tuning the thermodynamic parameters. The renormalization group theory does not restrict the continuous variation of critical exponent which leads to the weak universality. Crystal behavior shows asymmetry in critical exponent (α) with (α) = −0.2 ± 0.3. The critical exponent for T < T c for fluid varies from 0.1 to 0.2 [29] . The meanfield prediction of (α) = 0.5 does not match with experimental value of 0.3 for fluid. The critical exponent is suggested to be 0.1 for CO 2 whereas for Xe the value is ∼ 0.2 which do not violate the Rushbrooke or Griffith inequality. We have used critical exponent as treating the QGP as fluid and have studied the phase transition to estimate the critical screening length for heavy meson dissciation in QGP. The variation of dissociation energy with variational parameter have been studied for ground states, first and second excited states of the heavy mesons. We have estimated the critical values of the screening parameters and critical radii for the states considering variational parameter β varying from 0.1 GeV to 0.5 GeV. Liu et al [8] have studied the quark binding potential in QGP for various value of power of potential between quark and antiquark and studied J/ψ suppression. They have estimated the screening masses and Debye screening radii with temperature dependent different types of potentials and studied the values with different values of screening parameter. In the current work we have studied screening length and screening radii with the variation of variable parameter. Variational method is an useful tool to estimate the ground state energies and also excited states. It may be mentioned that variational method together with physically motivated trial wave function provide a powerful tool to study the systems under extreme condition and can be more robust in situation where it is difficult to determine a good unperturbed Hamiltonian. In the current work it has been observed that the value of critical screening lengths with variational parameter β = 0.2 GeV estimated in present work with Cornell potential agree well with the estimation of Liu et al [8] with the value of screening parameter equal to 1.0 with model I. More comparative study will be done with this variational approach in our future work.
